Abstract-Feedback controllers for non-linear systems are often based on a linearized dynamic model. Such a linearized model may be temporarily uncontrollable and/or unreconstructable. This paper introduces the so-called differential Kalman decomposition of time-varying linear systems. It is based on differential controllability and differential reconstructability in conjunction with a linear time-varying continuous-time system description that allows the system structure and dimensions to change at certain timeinstants. We show how these together enable the detection of what will be called temporal system structure. This structure among other things reveals the temporal loss of controllability and/or reconstructability. Moreover this paper shows how time-varying state-dimensions enable a satisfactory realization theory for time-varying linear systems and how our Kalman decomposition is linked to the conventional ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
general approach to control non-linear systems is to compute an optimal control and state trajectory offline using a non-linear systems model. To accommodate for disturbances the linearised dynamic model about these trajectories is used to design e.g. a linear quadratic perturbation feedback controller that operates on-line [1] . This approach depends critically on the controllability and reconstructability of the linearised dynamic model that is generally time-varying. If the systems model or the optimal control is not sufficiently smooth, e.g. if the control is bangbang, partly singular or digital, the time-varying linearised dynamic model may be temporarily uncontrollable and/or unreconstructable [2] . This implies that over the associated time-intervals the feedback controller is partly ineffective and the system may become unstable. Therefore the detection of temporal uncontrollability and unreconstructability is highly important to control engineers.
Most of linear systems theory and control system design is concerned only with the properties controllability, reachability, reconstructability and observability. These properties can be detected from Kalman decompositions of the linear system. As demonstrated in this paper these decompositions do not detect the temporal loss of such properties that is associated with temporal changes in the system structure. In this paper continuous-time systems with variable structure and dimensions are introduced along with the so-called differential Kalman decomposition. Together these enable the detection of what is called temporal system structure. Among other things this structure reveals immediately the temporal loss of familiar system properties.
II. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Example 1
Consider the following time-varying linear system,
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If time in (1) would be restricted to ( ) 0.25,0.5 the system would be unreachable as well as uncontrollable.
Similarly if time in (1) would be restricted to ( ) 0.5,0.75 the system would be unobservable and unreconstructable. If according to (1) [ ] A from the system description. In this paper we will demonstrate that these facts will not become obvious either after application of any of the four conventional Kalman decompositions [3] . However they do become obvious after application of our differential Kalman decomposition that retrieves a system description similar to (1)-(2).
III. CONTINUOUS-TIME SYSTEMS WITH VARIABLE STRUCTURE AND DIMENSIONS
Quoting Kalman from [4] : "The only possibility of getting a reasonably well-rounded realization theory is to generalize the notion of a dynamical system in such a way that the dimension of the state-space is allowed to vary with time". Remarkably, except for [5] , continuous-time systems with variable dimensions seem to have been ignored. A reason for this might be that a general description of timevarying dimensions and system structure requires the following system description that is uncommon, 
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In equation (3) [6] we may call the system (3) a piecewise constant rank system (PCR system). The class of piecewise constant rank systems is very broad and contains among others piecewise time-invariant and piecewise analytic systems [6] . A PCR system differs from the switched linear systems in [7] , [8] − . To do this we need to be able to detect these changes. Let
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In equation (5) the state transition matrices ′ Φ on the right are conventional state transition matrices for continuous-time linear systems with constant dimensions. The Kalman decomposition computes and uses similarity transformations to decompose the system at any time. For a PCR system these are described by,
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In equation (6) the prime denotes quantities associated with the system obtained after the similarity transformation ( )
Definition 1
Two PCR systems are called equivalent if one system can be obtained from the other through a similarity transformation ( ) 
The transition rule (8) Kalman decomposition are introduced and applied in this section to decompose PCR systems and detect global and local system structure.
Given the modifications and definitions presented in the previous section, procedures to compute the Kalman decomposition now also apply to PCR systems. These procedures use two grammians as an input [10] , [11] . Then from [3] Procedure 1) decomposes the system at time T t ∈ into states that are a) reachable at time t and unobservable at time t b) reachable at time t and observable at time t c) unreachable at time t and unobservable at time t d) unreachable at time t and observable at time t . Procedure 2) does the same as 1) with "observable at" replaced by "reconstructable from". Procedure 3) does the same as 1) with "reachable at" replaced by "controllable from". Procedure 4) does the same as 1) with "reachable at" replaced by "controllable from" and "observable at" by "reconstructable from". In each case the system structure is of the following form, 
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Lemma 3
A PCR system being d-unreachable over ( ) [6] . In this paper we call it the differential Kalman decomposition. In [6] this decomposition is defined only for conventional constant rank systems. According to lemma 2 these systems are
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either d-controllable everywhere on their time domain or nowhere [6] . Therefore they cannot be temporarily uncontrollable/unreachable. This reveals that the description and detection of temporal uncontrollability requires PCR systems!
Definition 7
The d-reachability/d-controllability grammian t W of a PCR system at every time T t ∈ is given by,
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Definition 8
The differential Kalman decomposition at very time t uses as an input the d-reachability/d-controllability grammian t W and the d-observability/d-reconstructability grammian t M of the PCR system.
Theorem 2
1) The differential Kalman decomposition at every time T t ∈ decomposes a PCR system according to (11) 
Proof
Identical to the proof of lemma 2 □ From theorem 2 the differential Kalman decomposition does reproduce the system structure of example 1 after a similarity transformation has been applied. So the differential Kalman decomposition is able to detect dunreachability/d-uncontrollability over a time-interval as well as d-unobservability/d-unreconstructability.
Theorem 3
The 
Proof
From the proof of lemma 2 conventional constant rank systems have the property that they are either dreachable/d-controllable at any time or at no time [6] . But this implies that conventional constant rank systems are either "reachable at" as well as "controllable from" any time or no time. So for conventional constant rank systems interchanging the grammians does not affect the dimensions For a PCR system five different Kalman decompositions may be computed using the differential equations (7), (9 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The introduction of PCR systems together with the differential Kalman decomposition enables the description and detection of local, temporal system structure of timevarying linear systems. This structure is associated with dreachability/d-controllability and d-observability/dreconstructability. It reveals the temporal loss of the associated global system properties reachability, controllability, observability and reconstructability. This is highly relevant to control engineers. Moreover this paper reveals that the differences between reachability versus controllability and observability versus reconstructability are entirely due to changes of the local system structure. Finally the time-varying PCR system dimensions enable the well rounded realization theory suggested by Kalman [4] .
